
ESSAY ON USAGE AND MISUSE OF TELEVISION

We must use it with care, we must be careful of its misuse. So I am an going to tell you that you are writing too small
essay and also had.

Sometimes naked films and violence are shown. Today we cannot even do a single day without the
dependence of television. When drugs get into the bloodstream they are carried to all parts of the body and
some reach the brain. Television helps us in our studies. They watch these movies till late night. V has many
disadvantages also. It keeps us updated with the news which is happening across the country and the world.
Television has added a new dimension in modern science and technology. Polling during elections or counting
of votes or election results are shown live on T. Consequently, they become careless of their studies. Now we
need not go to stadium to enjoy game. Some scenes and stories may be harmful for the little children. In spite
of having a lot of merits, television has some demerits too. This type of bad habit may hamper their health and
mentality. Millions of people of all over the world watch television daily for entertainment, news and views,
gathering knowledge, knowing information etc. So, as mass media, television has got much popularity. As a
medium of mass communication, it has proved its superiority over newspaper, radio and other means. Many
channels are there on T. It was invented by John Logie Baird in  V have helped millions of people. Related
posts:. The problem of sending and receiving sound has been solved earlier as in the case of radio. Substance
abuse is the abuse of any substance. It, indeed, plays an important role. Children often watch cartoons on
television that hampers badly their studies. But it is the most up-to-date means of communication. The
importance of television beggars description.


